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Abstract
Sustainable development is not just about technological innovation, but rather about a
radical shift in the way society thinks. The environmental effects of our choices and
behavior must be internalized. In the context of product development, this internalization
should occur in early product development under the guidance of an environmental
expert.
During early product design phases there may be numerous concepts with significant
differences, detailed information is scarce, and decisions must be made quickly. The
overhead in developing parametric life-cycle assessment (LCA) models for a diverse
range of concepts, and the lack of detailed information make the integration of
environmental expertise through traditional LCA models impractical. Therefore, a new
approach was developed to incorporate analytically based environmental assessment in
early design stages.
Product descriptors are the communication interface between environmental experts and
designers for this new model, called a learning surrogate LCA. Product descriptors are a
set of keywords both understood by designers in relation to a preliminary product, and
meaningful in an approximate environmental impact assessment of a product. This thesis
develops a set of product concept descriptors for use in environmental assessment.
The chosen descriptor set was measurable by designers in conceptual design, and
produced reasonable results when used to predict environmental impacts using an
approximate model. Tests within the DOME integrated modeling environment have
shown it is possible to predict the life-cycle energy consumption of a product. There is
also a basis for the method to be used in predicting solid material, greenhouse effect,
ozone layer depletion, acidification, eutrophication, winter smog, and summer smog.
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Motivation
1 Motivation
Un-sustainability is unintended; Industry intentions of 'going green' are on the
whole undoubtedly good, but is real progress being made? John Ehrenfield (1998)
suggests "few, if any, of the many new practices being touted as green or eco-efficient or
some other manifestation of sustainability are in fact sustainable." He makes this point
not because the corporate world isn't trying, but because he feels no one can truly make a
difference until we realize within ourselves what sustainability is.
Indeed, there are many definitions of sustainability. Ehrenfeld (1998) merges
many definitions and adds a deeper moral meaning to the word:
Sustainability is a possible way of living or being in which individuals, firms, governments, and
other institutions act responsibly in taking care of the future as if it belonged to them today, in
equitably sharing the ecological resources on which the survival of the human and other species
depends, and in assuring that all who live today and in the future will be able to satisfy their needs
and human aspirations.
True sustainability results are not just about technological innovation, but about a
radical shift in the way society thinks. The environmental effects of choices must be
internalized. This is not an immediate act, but an ongoing growth in morality and a
coordinated education process involving mentor, training method, and tyro.
This research presents an education process in a product development setting.
The environmental expert takes the role of the mentor by means of a learning surrogate
life-cycle assessment model and the traditional product designer plays the environmental
novice. Just as traditional education does not mold all students to become a teacher, the
product designer is not being molded into an environmental expert, he/she is simply
learning about how design changes can affect the Environment in a holistic sense. The
thesis mainly focuses on the method of education, and in particular presents new work on
one of the interfaces between teacher and student, the product descriptors.
12
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2 Introduction
The push for sustainable development has changed the way companies develop
products. Traditional product designers are being asked to judge the environmental
impact of the products they are developing. Not only is this an additional task for the
designer, but it also is not necessarily something they are qualified to do. There is a need
for design tools that support a team-oriented, distributed, multidisciplinary design
process, and assist designers in balancing complex performance tradeoffs.
Work by Borland and Wallace (1999) included the modeling of a product's
environmental performance in this type of integrated design setting. The approach
formed a seamless link of parametric design models for integrated tradeoff analysis.
However, it could not directly be applied to a similar setting in conceptual design where
data are scarce and the pace is swift. This is unfortunate because early phases of the
design process are widely believed to be the most influential and are the key to properly
addressing the environmental impacts of products (Bhamra 1999).
Traditional life-cycle assessment (LCA), the environmental impact evaluation
tool used previously (Borland and Wallace 1999), does not lend itself well to the
conceptual phase. Traditional LCA is too data intensive, and hence too slow for this
early phase. Also, a design change made at this stage of the process is usually much
more than a minor refinement (Ulrich and Eppinger 1995); each change would require a
new LCA model.
This thesis describes work and testing done in developing an environmental
assessment tool for use in integrated conceptual design called a learning surrogate LCA.
The tool facilitates an integrated systems approach to the design process, assesses
environmental impact based only on information known in the conceptual phase, and
supports complex design changes. The heart of the tool is an artificial neural network
(ANN), which trains on product attributes and environmental impact data from pre-
existing life-cycle assessment studies. The product design team queries the trained
13
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artificial model with new high-level product attribute data to quickly obtain an
approximate environmental impact assessment for a new product concept. The designer
can then use the calculated environmental performance, along with key performance
measures from other models, in tradeoff analysis and concept selection.
There are four main parts to this thesis. First addressed is the context of the
tool-the environment, in which the tool is used and the methodology, on which it is
based. The surrogate model itself is then described on a high-level, introducing its main
components-input, output, data structure, and neural net. The next sections detail these
elements and describe the evolution of their development. Finally, discussion closes by
merging the four parts into a whole and testing overall performance with respect to
product descriptor input, the main focus of this thesis.
14
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3 Background
The selection of product descriptors, the main focus of this paper, is only one part
of a larger project-the learning surrogate LCA model. This background section will
provide context for the overall surrogate tool by describing the product development
environment, in which the tool will be used, and describing the LCA methodology, on
which the tool is based. Some time is spent presenting the difficulties of traditional LCA
processes, which directly lead to the development of the surrogate LCA tool.
3.1 Traditional Product Development
Product design or product development is the process of mapping customer,
corporate and governmental requirements into a product that can be produced and
marketed (Ulrich and Eppinger 1995). The process is interdisciplinary, time consuming,
and involves many tradeoffs. Product design includes every technical aspect of the
product, from the purchasing of components to manufacturing, assembly, service, and
obsolescence. A successful product not only performs well for the company through high
profit, low investment time, and improved future capability, but it also must be valued by
the customer and follow government regulations.
3.1.1 The Development Process
Ulrich and Eppinger (1995) define five stages of product development for an
engineered, discrete, physical product: concept development, system-level design, detail
design, testing and refinement, and production ramp-up. The process begins with a
mission statement and ends with product launch. It should be noted that the end of the
development process might change in the future with the inclusion of another stage-
product take-back-as governments worldwide contemplate mandatory product take-
back laws (Environmental Defense 1999). However, such an inclusion, although it will
1 Engineered implies a product whose functional worth is at least semi-complex. Discrete products are
individually distinct, rather than goods made in bulk, such as chemicals. A physical product is that which
the buyer owns and can physically touch, unlike a service or software.
15
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likely influence a company's value structure, would not alter the key activities within the
previous five stages.
There are eight key activities during concept development. These activities are
illustrated in Figure 1 (Ulrich and Eppinger 1995). Fundamentally important to the
concept development process is that a great many decisions have been made by the end
of the phase-everything from deciding the targeted market to selecting the most-likely-
to-succeed concept for further development. A concept is described in terms of its form,
function, and features. The concept that continues beyond this phase will also carry with
it a set of specifications, an analysis of competitive products, and an economic
justification of the project.
Mission
statement Identify Establish Generate Select a
1 customer - target --- product -- 1 product 0 Refine
needs specifications concepts concept specifications
Development
Analyze Perform Plan remaining plan
competitive economic development
products analysis project
Figure 1: The Concept Development Phase.
System-level design mainly consists of definition of the product architecture.
Product architecture is the division of a product into its basic physical building blocks in
terms of what they do and how they interface with other functional elements. Defining
the product architecture allows further development to be carried out on different portions
of the product concurrently. Accompanying the product subdivision, a preliminary final
assembly diagram is specified.
Detail design includes all activities in preparing the product for prototype testing.
Key tasks are: complete specification of the geometry, materials, and tolerances of all
new parts, identification of standard parts to be purchased from suppliers, establishing a
process plan, and designing any needed tooling for new part production. The results of
these key tasks are compiled in a product control document.
16
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The testing and refinement phase builds and assesses several product prototypes.
Prototypes are built with the same geometry and material properties as the actual product,
but not with the intended production system. This allows the design team to evaluate
product performance and reliability and tweak the product before production. Prototype
evaluation mainly occurs internally, and then extends to tests with customers in their use
environment.
The goal of production ramp-up is to iron out and bugs in the intended production
system before full-scale production and product launch. During this time the work force
is also trained on the final production and assembly processes. Only when the team feels
all flaws have been addressed and settled is the product launched and distributed to
market.
3.1.2 The Power of Non-Consensus
One of the key things to notice about the design process is that it is a process of
forming a positive collective opinion among all stakeholders with regard to the product.
Design occurs within or at the request of a single firm, whose goal is to make as many
people's lives better as possible in order to yield a larger target market and more sales.
Team members generally abide by firm values during the design process. However, the
firm and the team know that they must also value outside opinions-those of consumers,
regulators, and other stakeholders-to design a successful product.
The development process merges the opinions of all interested parties-achieves
consensus-to form the final product. Failure to reach consensus results maximally may
result in a sub-optimal product that sells, but leaves the door open for better competition.
Failure to have approval of consumers results in low sales. Failure to have approval of
regulators results in expensive mitigation or perhaps even a product that will never reach
market. This is the power of non-consensus.
17
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Reaching consensus also has power in its own right, in addition to a successful
product. Shielding a particular stakeholder, or party, from non-objective decisions does
not imply consensus. On the other hand, it may lead directly to wasted effort. If all
parties are included in all decisions and there is consensus for each decision individually,
the final product is much more likely to be a success. Furthermore, minimally the final
product will not make a particular party entirely happy; however, the act of yielding
consensus throughout the process waives the right to demand the process begin again.
This is the power of consensus. This idea will become clearer in section 3.2.2-during a
life-cycle assessment, it is important not only to include, but also to inform and mediate
with all involved parties.
Consensus is recognized as a high priority in product development. With this in
mind, an important effort should be made to include the Environment as an interested
stakeholder in the minds of designers, just as important as the consumer or regulator. It is
the theory of some (Susskind 2000) that environmental inclusion is an easier task for
European designers versus American designers. Europe is more densely populated than
the United States in most areas, so environmental impacts, such as loss of green space to
landfill, may be felt more strongly there. Also, countries such as the Netherlands, who
seem to be leading the way in widespread environmental initiatives, are also at low levels
of elevation, suggesting a strong motivation to avoid global warming (to be discussed in
section 4.3.1.3). However, no matter the country, the effort of inclusion should occur in
the conceptual phase of design, as this is where stakeholder requirements are analyzed.
3.1.3 The Importance of the Conceptual Phase of Design
There are many reasons for including environmental considerations in the
conceptual phase. To give the Environment a chance to shape collective opinion about
the product is only one of them. The conceptual phase of product design is the most
influential of all phases. It is during this phase when all the various stakeholder
requirements evolve from an equal playing field to varying degrees of importance. It
therefore becomes important to have the Environment represented as a stakeholder during
this phase as well as to have an appropriate expert representing this view. If the
18
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Environment is appropriately included, environmental requirements can then be used in a
test for concept feasibility along with other requirements, such as performance specifics
and price. This means the design team must be able to evaluate the approximate
environmental performance of a wide range of solution concepts early in the design
process.
Decisions that emerge from the conceptual phase are also most likely never to be
changed to any significant degree. This resolved decisiveness is due to the large amount
of resources-time, manpower, and money-needed to start over or make a change once
a certain path has been chosen and ship deadlines are approaching. It is essential to
include the Environment early to prevent environmental mistakes, which may not be
corrected or mitigated later, from occurring in the first place. There are many good things
that can come out environmental assessment in conceptual design. However, there are
also several limiting factors to the phase as well.
Time is probably the least plentiful resource for the development cycle as a whole
(Ulrich and Eppinger 1995). It can mean the difference between a product and a
successful product by beating competition to the shelf. Therefore, time saving support
tools are crucial throughout the product development process. In conceptual design,
though, lack of information is as much a problem as lack of time. Without information no
type of cost, environmental, or other functional performance evaluation can even begin.
Traditional product designers are not necessarily qualified to assess
environmental information. Yet, government stakeholder importance seems to be slowly
increasing as firms try to design for current and even future regulations and designers are
being asked to judge the environmental impact of the products they are developing. In
response, many different methods have been developed in attempting to internalize
environmental concerns into the product development process.
19
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3.2 Traditional Life-Cycle Assessment
Traditional Life-Cycle Assessment (LCA) is one of the more popular
methodologies. It is "one of the most recognized and internationally accepted methods
for examining environmental performance" (Consoli et al. 1993). This section describes
the traditional LCA concept, its guiding principles and some of its weaknesses.
3.2.1 Goals and Applications
The application of LCA considers all the environmental detriments associated
with a product's lifetime, from "cradle-to-grave". This approach envelops all activities
related to the product including everything from raw material extraction, to production, to
use, through disposal. Although these activities together may tell the full story of a
product, it should be recognized that LCA simply represents the true physical system; it
cannot claim to be unconditionally complete.
LCA can claim at least to portray as complete a picture as possible and more
importantly, to be influential in changing the human thought process. It is an educational
tool to begin training people to internalize the environmental consequences of the choices
they make. In addition, the systematic steps for applying LCA frame an open,
constructive discussion amongst those already concerned and those learning about
environmental protection.
LCA can be applied in both the public and private sectors. Areas of application
include: education, communication, product design, product research and development,
pollution prevention, liability assessment and reduction, strategic planning,
environmental program assessment and improvement, policy and regulation
development, purchasing and procurement, labeling programs, market strategy
development, and environmental performance evaluations (Barnthouse et al. 1997).
Given this range, it is possible that a LCA study conducted for one application will be at
least a helpful reference in another area.
20
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3.2.2 Framework
There are four main steps to conducting a traditional LCA (Consoli 1993): goal
definition and scoping, inventory analysis, impact assessment, and improvement
assessment. These four main steps should, most importantly, be conducted in a
transparent manner. This will ensure that the "non-objective judgments" 2 (Susskind
2000) inevitably made during the process are well documented, allowing for verification
of the results and further exploration of applicability.
The goal definition and scoping part of an LCA is arguably the most important.
What occurs in this step not only determines the direction and boundaries for the entire
assessment, but also begins the documentation of human judgment. The integral
elements of this first step of LCA are: defining the study's purpose, determining its
scope, establishing the functional unit, and developing measures to ensure the quality of
the study (Consoli 1993).
The study purpose clearly states the problem, or reason for the assessment, and
identifies how the results intend to be used. Determination of the study scope lays out
system boundaries (geographic and time frames), data requirements, assumptions, and
limitations. The functional unit defines system performance and relates input and output
data of the study; it is also essential in comparative studies. Finally, data quality goals
are developed at this stage to later measure confidence in the individual data, the entire
data set, and in the decisions made based on these data.
The performance of an inventory analysis is highly dependent on the system
boundaries set in 'goal definition and scoping.' This stage inventories all of the energy
and material inputs and outputs to the system under study, where the system boundaries
indirectly specify what these inputs and outputs are. The result is a life-cycle inventory
(LCI) list. For example, imagine some system contained within a black box (Figure 2).
2 Non-objective judgments: those judgments made with some bias, where the bias may or may not be
recognized.
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Inventory analysis looks at the inputs and outputs related to the box, whereas the system
boundaries define the dimensions of the box.
system boundary
inputs product outputs
Figure 2: A black box model represents the defining parts of an inventory analysis.
The inputs and outputs are also made up of a series of "upstream" or
"downstream" functions. The system boundary specifies which of these functions are
included within the system boundary. For example, steel can be an input material to the
black box while ignoring any processing functions that go along with its manufacturing
or the system boundary can be 'drawn' to include the upstream extraction and processing
operations, which mold the steel into a useable form. Further downstream from the
product, methods of disposal may be included in the analysis. The degree to which an
assessment looks down- or up-stream is dependent on the availability of data and the data
requirements documented while determining the scope of the study.
Impact assessment evaluates the effects of those environmental burdens identified
during inventory analysis. There are three parts to an impact assessment according to the
Society for Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry-SETAC (Consoli 1993):
classification, characterization, and valuation. Classification entails grouping the
inventory data into impact categories (discussed in further detail in section 4.3.1) based
on the type of effect yielded by the environmental burden. SETAC suggests the use of
three general protection areas-resource depletion, human health, and ecological
health-that can be broken down into specific impact categories.
22
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Characterization involves aggregating and quantifying the impact categories
specified during classification. There are a variety of different approaches to
characterization due to the fact that this stage is one of the more subjective of a LCA.
Normalization of the aggregated data within each category may be included in the
characterization step in order to prepare the impact categories for valuation.
Valuation, a much more subjective process, takes characterization a step further.
In this step, impact categories are weighted according to their perceived importance to
increase comparability across categories. As can be imagined, the assignment of
weightings could easily directly reflect the values of the parties involved in carrying out
this process. It is therefore essential to maintain transparency of this task and to involve
all stakeholders in the discussion.
Improvement assessment explores the assessed product by identifying, evaluating,
and selecting ways in which to improve the product with respect to its environmental
burden. In a way, this step allows the user to reflect on what was learned in the earlier
stages of the LCA and to continue improving the product. If the product has already been
produced this step can also be used to focus mitigation efforts.
It is recognized that this methodology contains many assumptions and non-
objective judgments. However, this fact does not take away from the method's
usefulness if conducted in a transparent manner. Maximum transparency can be achieved
by opening up the process to all affected constituencies. The involvement of these
groups will ensure that the study is adequate, credible, acknowledged, and not a wasted
effort. Depending on the study, transparent documentation may also allow for the results,
or at least the data, to be reused-increasing the applicability of the study. In this way,
the documentation is a communication tool, allowing readers to understand the context
and limitations of the study.
23
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3.2.3 Limitations
The detailed LCA of a product provides insight into a product's potential impact
on the environment, yet there are three main shortcomings to using the tool in design:
time, data availability, and data quality. Detailed LCA requires a large amount of time-
so much so that it is usually too slow for many product development cycles. Time is
directly proportional to the amount of required data and therefore can be an indicator of
data quality for an individual LCA study.
Time, data availability, and data quality are also problems when data from
multiple LCA studies are pooled together to form an information, or knowledge,
database. This type of database is one of two suggested solutions to increasing the
accessibility of LCA (Linton 1999). The other solution-approximate LCA-is
discussed in the next section.
Data, unfortunately, are not widely available for collection. Considering the
number of products on the market, there have been very few LCA studies of products
(Linton 1999), and those that are performed usually are not public information. The
execution of a LCA study requires experienced staff-internal or contracted-that
usually maintains ownership of the study.
When data can be obtained, there could be many problems with data quality on
the whole. Although each study separately might be of high quality, differences among
studies might lead to poor combined data quality. Defined system boundaries, the
passage of time, and the context each study was performed under could all lead to
differences across data (Linton 1999). As described in the previous section, system
boundaries define how far up- and downstream in a product's life-cycle a study will
cover. Differing system boundaries among collected data could mean some products will
be wrongly portrayed in a better (or worse) 'environmental light'.
With the passage of time, new discoveries could be made, not only in terms of
product innovation, but also in terms of the state-of-the-art in LCA and pollution
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prevention. This means that a certain product's impact assessed at one point in time
could be different if conducted at another point in time. For a time difference of only five
years, uncertainty in data can grow by as much as 70% (Linton 1999).
The context of a study includes the opinions of those conducting the study and the
location used in assessing a product's use phase. As discussed in the previous section,
opinions are a part of LCA no matter how structured the methodology and opinions will
differ from expert to expert. Depending on a study's use location, different
environmental impacts may be seen to be as more important and aggregated in such a
way to reflect this.
3.3 Approximate Life-Cycle Assessments
Time is a major factor in preventing LCA implementation in product design. In
order to reduce modeling time an obvious solution might be to perform a simplified
assessment. Simplified assessments may be qualitative or quantitative, ranging from
checklists, matrices, abridged LCA, and LCA streamlining, to a variety of other forms of
approximate LCA.
Checklists are qualitative approaches that target distinct environmental design
strategies such as material conservation, energy efficiency, and pollution prevention
guidelines (Lindahl 1999). Although an excellent starting point to raise environmental
awareness, checklists are quite general and their use lacks the thought process that may
lead designers to new or subtle opportunities. Also, checklists do not readily support
subtle tradeoff analysis.
Qualitative matrices (Allenby 1992) also promote life-cycle thinking. Matrices
provide an illustrative means for evaluating tradeoffs and interactions among design
criteria. However, their form limits the manipulation of information to assess new design
strategies quickly when tradeoffs involve complex multi-objective functions.
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Abridged LCA (Graedel et al. 1995) is a semi-quantitative matrix approach. Like
qualitative matrices, it highlights only the most significant of concerns. An additional
benefit to abridged LCA is its numerical basis, allowing for matrix manipulation and
improved, but perhaps inconsistent, tradeoff analysis as the quantitative elements are
based on heuristics.
LCA streamlining (SETAC 1999) refers to the design of LCA in terms of what is
included in the study and what is not. SETAC views streamlining as "an inherent element
of the of the scope-and-goal definition process" of an LCA, determining what is
necessary to support its use. Streamlining removes portions of an LCA deemed non-
critical to a specific 's environmental impact profile. SETAC has found that the more
streamlined an LCA becomes, the less accurate its results.
In summary, these approximate methods will all significantly reduce the amount
of time and information required for modeling. However, they do not work well in
integrated design, as they are qualitative in nature or do not consider all of the
information necessary for tradeoff analysis. Qualitative information, although easy to
come by and understand, is difficult to include in complex, fast-paced tradeoff analyses,
such as those found in conceptual integrated design. To increase the accessibility of LCA
in product development, it is important to discover ways to maintain the rigor of the
analyses while significantly reducing the in-use time required.
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4 Learning Surrogate LCA Model
The learning surrogate LCA model proposed by Sousa et al. (1999) is a different
approach to approximate LCA. Unlike the others, it does not require any LCA modeling
at the time of use. Learning algorithms train artificial neural networks (ANNs) using
high-level product attribute and corresponding environmental impact data from pre-
existing life-cycle assessment studies. The product design team queries this trained
artificial model with high-level product attribute data for a new concept to quickly obtain
an approximate impact assessment for the design. The approach is illustrated in Figure 3.
Pre-existing Conceptual Design
Product ew
( Descriptors High-level
Descript rs
Traditional Learning
- LCA Algorithms * *
Impact Trained Predicted
Results ANN Assessment
Figure 3: Learning Surrogate Model Concept.
4.1 The Overall Concept
The surrogate LCA model uses artificial neural network training algorithms to
learn by example (Masters 1993). The learning process begins when the ANN is
provided a set of product descriptors from previously analyzed existing products and
corresponding full LCA results. The training algorithms adjust parameters within the
network so that its output better models the actual impact results of the training data
products. The process continues until the network converges. Effective learning requires
a training set representing a reasonable distribution of products.
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After the completion of training, the ANN is ready for use. Designers need to
simply provide high-level descriptions of new product concepts to gain LCA predictions
based upon trends inferred from the real products and LCA studies used as training data.
A new model does not have to be constructed to analyze a new concept. However, the
results of new detailed LCA studies should be continually added to enhance the training
data set. This is an ongoing process (see Figure 4).
concept attributes
real-time
feedback
surrogate
trained net LCA output
further
neural net product
training development
full LCA results
Figure 4: The surrogate model is only part of the ongoing process to assess a product's
environmental impact.
The surrogate LCA model learns from detailed LCA studies, yet possesses a high-
level interface allowing it to operate with the limited data available in conceptual design.
It has the flexibility to learn and grow as new information becomes available, but does
not require the creation of a new model to make LCA predictions for a new product
concept. Also, it does not delay product development by supporting extremely fast
comparison of the environmental performance of product concepts. At later stages of
development, when fewer concepts are under consideration, a more detailed LCA
approach can be applied.
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4.2 Environmentally Conscious Integrated Design
No matter what type of LCA is implemented, an environmental expert should be
brought in as part of the design team to integrate environmental assessment into the
process. However, communication is often a barrier to integration as it takes time to
establish and maintain adequate synchronization of information between designers and
environmental analysts. Work by Borland et al. (1998) within the DOME (Distributed
Object-based Modeling Environment) project (Abrahamson et al. 2000; Pahng et al.
1998) has demonstrated the effectiveness of a tool that both supports integrated
environmentally conscious design and facilitates timely communication.
Ideally, the services of an environmental expert should be extended to the
designer. A computer-based method to provide such an extension has been proposed
(Borland and Wallace 1999; Borland et al. 1998) to provide designers with real-time
environmental impact assessment based upon detailed parametric LCA models. The
method allows for the evaluation of any number of simple, parametric variations in
concept. Even so, it is still of limited value for conceptual design because of the amount
of time and information needed to develop parametric LCA models for new design
concepts. Once development is complete, the learning surrogate model can be exploited
in DOME as a substitute for detailed LCA in conceptual design.
DOME allows the traditional designer and the environmental expert to
collaboratively work together to develop a product design. Expertise is distributed,
allowing each person to concentrate on the fields they know best. After the initial
exchange of information, an interface is negotiated among all involved parties.
The negotiated interface is simply an agreement as to what data will be exchanged
and in what form. The designer's model depends on some results from the environmental
expert's model, for example an environmental performance indicator, and the surrogate
life-cycle model requires inputs from other models and perhaps the environmental expert
directly. The interface provides the opportunity for concurrent modeling while
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maintaining any proprietary data, models, or tools with the appropriate owner. Figure 5
illustrates how learning surrogate LCA will work in this environment.
other
models
designer/
integrator
environmental
expertise
____________________________I_____________________________________
product
attributes
previously
trained artificial
neural netK LEARNING SURROGATE LCA MODEL
Figure 5: Learning surrogate LCA within integrated
environmental
performance
conceptual design.
After the interface is defined, the environmental expert will publish the
appropriate inputs and outputs to the previously trained neural network as distributed
objects on the Internet. The designer integrates these objects (along with those from
other models) into their design and immediately gains the services of the environmental
expert's surrogate life-cycle model.
The designer now has the ability to evaluate and compare the impacts of many
diverse concepts. Moreover, this stage can take place completely without the
environmental expert and continue only using the services already extended through the
surrogate life-cycle model. For example, the designer changes the design by adding a
part. The additional part is translated through the interface as an input to the life-cycle
model, perhaps as added mass of a particular material. The result of the added mass is
increased environmental impact of the design. A decision will have to be made on the
importance of the added part with respect to its environmental impact.
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Successful performance of the surrogate model depends on information. It is
important to develop an appropriate form of the product attributes and surrogate results,
as well as have sufficient training data available. The surrogate model can be thought of
as a product, and in a way this is how its design was approached. Section 4.1 was a
description of functional requirements that must now be transformed into something
useful.
Practical use of the model involves designers and environmental experts directly,
so the requirements of these stakeholder groups must be thoroughly attended to.
Assuming what goes on inside the neural net is of no concern for these groups as long as
the output is accurate, focus should be placed on the interface between these groups and
the surrogate model. Section 4.3.2 reviews previous work (De Schepper 1999) in
defining the output interface, or abbreviated life-cycle inventory (LCI) list. Section 1
describes the author's work in defining the input interface to the surrogate model, or
product descriptors. Interaction between the environmental expert and traditional
designer holds true in this situation-consensus is essential.
4.3 Output: The Abbreviated LCI List
This section focuses on the form of the output from the surrogate LCA. Normally
the result of a LCA will be in the form of aggregated data at least to the level of
environmental impact categories, at most down to a single number. However, even
aggregating to environmental impact categories requires assumptions and non-objective
judgments to be made. This section details the trade-offs that were balanced, and
decisively selects an abbreviated LCI list as the output interface.
4.3.1 Categories of Environmental Impact
An environmental impact category represents an environmental problem, which is
the aggregate of inflows and outflows (emissions and materials) from a product life-
cycle. The inflows and outflows are determined through a life-cycle inventory, or LCI.
There are many different levels of generality, at which the impact categories can be
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defined. Impacts are generally grouped into three broad categories: resource depletion,
human health, and ecological health (Consoli 1993). Some of the more specific problems
within these main categories are described below to give a sense of the type and
significance of information a designer is faced with when given LCA results. The
problems are described in such a way as to allow identification of the major emissions
and materials contributing to the problem. Table 1 provides a listing of the specific
environmental impact categories detailed in the next sections.
Table 1: Categories of Environmental Impact.
Greenhouse effect Winter smog
Ozone layer depletion Summer smog
Acidification Pesticides
Eutrophication Energy
Heavy metals Solid material
Carcinogens
4.3.1.1 Resource Depletion
Resource depletion ultimately results in social and/or economic problems
depending on the particular resource under discussion. Resources can take the form of
minerals, fossil fuels and uranium, renewable and non-renewable materials, and available
physical space. If the potential for depletion is not heeded, key resources may become
scarce and possibly non-existent.
4.3.1.2 Human Health
Toxins, ozone layer depletion, summer smog, and winter smog can affect human
health. Toxic substances such as heavy metals, carcinogens, and pesticides directly result
in failing human health. Heavy metals include lead (Pb), cadmium (Cd), chromium (Cr),
nickel (Ni), and mercury (Hg) (Brezet et al. 1997).
Depletion of the ozone layer, or stratospheric ozone, will lead to increasing risk of
skin cancer as the ozone offers significant protection against the Sun's high energy UV
radiation. Depletion over Europe is estimated at 5 to 10 percent, while over the South
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Pole it is estimated to be between 30 and 50 percent3 . Ozone depletion occurs due to the
presence of halide substances such as chlorine (Cl), fluorine (Fl), and bromine (Br)
compounds. These compounds reach high levels of the atmosphere through the
extremely slow diffusion processes of substances such as CFC and trichloroethylene.
(Brezet et al. 1997)
Summer smog results in severe health problems and agricultural damage.
Summer smog is particularly harmful for asthma patients, children, and the elderly as it
acts corrosively toward lung tissue. Summer smog is due to tropospheric ozone close to
the Earth's surface. This ozone is formed by a complex reaction of hydrocarbons (CxHy),
nitrous oxides (NOx), and sunlight (Brezet et al. 1997).
Winter smog can be quite deadly. For example, in the winter of 1952, 4000
people died from the smog in London. Winter smog occurs due to dust (SPM), soot, and
sulphur dioxide (SO 2) emissions. (Brezet et al. 1997)
4.3.1.3 Ecological Health
Toxins, the greenhouse effect, acidification, and eutrophication affect ecological
health. Toxins such as pesticides and heavy metals (also harmful to humans) affect the
health of the Environment.
Intensified greenhouse effect results in global warming, steadily increasing the
average global temperature and changing climates all over the world. The greenhouse
effect acts like a blanket around the Earth, holding in radiation captured from the Sun and
emitted from the Earth. Entirely without this blanket, the Earth would be about 30*C
colder (Brezet et al. 1997), but minimally enhanced coverage or thickness is also
devastating to many ecosystems. Increased levels of atmospheric gases such as water
vapor (H 2O), carbon dioxide (CO2 ), methane (CH4), nitrogen (N2 ), and
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) enhance the greenhouse effect (Brezet et al. 1997).
3 Ice crystals in the atmosphere above this region enhance ozone breakdown.
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Acidification negatively impacts many ecosystems indirectly. Acidification falls
upon the Earth in the form of acid rain. When the rain is absorbed into the ground, its
acidity causes trace chemicals within the soil to dissolve, allowing once settled toxins to
flow into the roots of plants, into the bellies of water life, and into our water supply.
Acidification is caused mainly by the emission of sulfur (SOx), nitrous oxide (NOx), and
ammonia (NH 3) (Brezet et al. 1997).
Eutrophication is mainly a fluvial problem, directly impacting the environment
within a river, lake, or sea. Certain substances behave as a fertilizer toward plant life and
can sometimes push growth beyond a sustainable level. The result of unbalanced growth
is the disappearance of rare plant species and the suffocation of fish, yielding a loss of
biodiversity, as only the strongest will survive. The same substances that cause
acidification, contribute to eutrophication.
Although some level of information can be extracted from surrogate model results
in the form of environmental problems, in some cases the aggregation level is already too
much. For example, in Japan it is useful to know results and how they relate to CO2
emissions directly rather than the greenhouse effect.
4.3.2 Optimized Model Functionality
A life-cycle inventory is a full list of all impact substances associated with a
product. The LCI data is the most objective and informative form of environmental
performance to an environmental expert. Subjectivity increases as these data are
classified and aggregated to compute environmental impact categories and single
environmental indicators (as would be more comprehensible to the typical designer).
Ideally the surrogate LCA would predict inventory data so that different impact
assessment schemes might be then applied to bring the data to the designer's level.
Clearly it would be difficult to predict all inventory data associated with a detailed LCA
using the surrogate LCA approach. Therefore, an abbreviated LCI list was tested (De
Schepper 1999) for its ability to predict environmental impact categories.
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The model's output left in the form of an abbreviated LCI list will optimize model
functionality. This should allow for no direct emission data to be lost, as well as provide
easy aggregation to environmental impact categories. Output in this form will also allow
for the environmental expert and designer to make the necessary assumptions and non-
objective judgments 'together' in order to further characterize and manipulate the data to
the appropriate form for their needs.
4.3.3 Accuracy of Approximate Results
The De Schepper (1999) study tried to identify the components of the abbreviated
LCI list, consisting of only key LCI elements, which could be linked to the impacts in
Table 1 as a full LCI would. This investigation is illustrated in Figure 6. The goal is to
then map the simplified inventory list back to derive an appropriate list of high-level
product attributes that can be provided by designers in the conceptual phase of design.
full .LCI list
detailed detailed
product L L
information
attrieutes
.Z-revated . 7indR* i
EA~A~Q A~CLCt ist
Figure 6: Can the learning surrogate LCA model's results for conceptual design compare to those of
detailed LCAd
The full list of LCI elements used to calculate impacts originated from the Eco-
Indicator '95 approach (Pre Consultants 1999). Impacts predicted using the full LCI list
were used as a baseline to validate impacts predicted using the abbreviated LCI list, on
which the surrogate modeling approach will focus. The approximate LCI listing, or
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abbreviated LCI list (Table 2), proposed included only materials that accounted for the
majority of environmental impacts.
Table 2: The Abbreviated LCI List.
Energy Cr CO2  CH4
Solid Material Ni SO 2  COD
CFC PAH NO, Ntot
Pb SPM CxHY Halon
Cd
With the two LCI lists defined, existing results from 20 LCA studies using
complete LCI data were compared with results achieved using the abbreviated list (De
Schepper 1999). The 20 LCA studies were conducted on a range of products and their
variations, including: 2 vacuum cleaners, a mini-vacuum cleaner, a washing machine, a
heater, 3 coffeemakers, 2 juicemakers, 2 chairs, 4 radios, a showerhead, a plastic crate,
and 2 bags. The test resulted in predictions for the Table 1 impact categories with respect
to both the abbreviated and full lists. The detailed inventory data for the 20 products
tested were obtained from LCA studies conducted at TU Delft (DfS Group 1994-1997),
published studies in the SimaPro 4 User's Manual (1999), and a study by PA Consulting
Group (UK Ecolabeling Board 1992).
The differences between the numerical results produced by the abbreviated and
complete LCI data were computed. Results were normalized and 90% confidence
intervals were calculated for each category. These intervals are shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Normalized Data 90% Confidence Intervals.
It was concluded that certain impact categories-energy4 , solid material,
greenhouse effect, and ozone layer depletion-were well represented by the abbreviated
list while others-acidification, eutrophication, winter smog, and summer smog-were
reasonably suited to the simplified LCI. Heavy metals, carcinogens, and pesticides5 were
not likely to be predicted.
Additionally, products were ranked from most to least detrimental within each
impact category according to their LCA results for that category. Within each category,
the rankings resulting from the full and abbreviated lists were compared. The goal of this
analysis was to identify any trends in the approximate approach's ability to rank products
appropriately with respect to their environmental impacts.
4 The energy and solid material categories were identical in the two lists.
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The surrogate tool's ability to appropriately rank products is important if the tool
is used independent of the integrated model. For the 20 products studied, the energy,
solid material, greenhouse effect, and summer smog impact categories were identically
rank ordered. The acidification, eutrophication, heavy metals, and winter smog categories
had discrepancies, but they were minor, limited to a shift of no more than two places (e.g.
from 3 rd to 5* most detrimental product). The ozone layer depletion and carcinogens
categories contained more deviations-up to a shift of six places. The carcinogens impact
category produced the least consistent results, having only nine matches and the largest
shift in product ranking (Caf6 Sima from 13" to 7t), yet the first six products were
ranked identically. This is illustrated in Table 3.
Table 3: Rankings for the carcinogens category produced the least consistent of all ranking results.
Carcinogens
Detailed approach Approximate approach
Washing Machine Washing Machine
Heater Heater
Vacuum Cleaner 2 Vacuum Cleaner 2
Vacuum Cleaner 1 Vacuum Cleaner 1
Caf6 Pro+ Caf6 Pro+
Caf6 Comfort Cafd Comfort
Mini VaCUU16Cleanr Ca6 S'.a
.. Radio 1MiniVacum Cleaner
juice -qezr1 Juici Squeezer 1,
.EJuice Squeemer 2 Radio I
IdaChai juice ses,
SSilver Chair Oak'Chair
4 Cf6Sima Silve Chair
'Radio 3, Shqwrhead
Raio -2 di3
Radio 4 'Radio 4
Paper Bag Radio 2
PP Crt PP Crate
Showerhead P a
Results of the ranking analysis seem to suggest that the tool could be
independently useful in conceptual design by determining the most environmentally
detrimental of concepts. These concepts could then be easily filtered out of the
s No material impacts in the study were allocated to the pesticide category. Any such allocation was
deemed highly dependent on product and therefore pesticides may not be a useful impact category to use in
a more generically based learning surrogate model.
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development process or improved. Both the ranking and the numerical accuracy tested in
the statistical analysis are important in conceptual integrated design.
The goal now is to develop an appropriate set of high-level product descriptors
that can be used to query the learning surrogate model. For this purpose, product
attributes were systematically selected to relationally link with the abbreviated list of LCI
data to later be tested with a full-blown surrogate model trial.
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5 Product Descriptors as an Interface for Integration
This section focuses on the determination of the set of design properties, or
product descriptors, which all products possess, that will allow the surrogate model to
fulfill its functional requirements. Three rules were applied to this search: 1) the
descriptor values must be known, or easily quantified in conceptual design; 2) the set
must not be so large as to create excessive complications in the neural network
architecture of the surrogate model; and 3) the descriptors should be independent of each
other, yet fully represent the elements of the abbreviated LCI list.
To select the ideal interface for the identified stakeholders to interact with, an
extensive list of possible descriptors was compiled. Narrowing of the list occurred in
several phases: grouping the general descriptors, identifying whether the descriptors are
known in conceptual design, and identifying relationships among descriptors and
between descriptors and the abbreviated list to eliminate redundancy and ensure
completeness. The ways in which these phases were completed are discussed in the next
sections.
5.1 General Descriptors
All apparent properties of a product derive from a class of more basic properties,
which Hubka (1982) terms design properties. All products possess the same set of
design properties; they only vary in degrees of embodiment or measure. Product
properties, including effectual performance, depend on these design characteristics. In
particular they depend on the form, size, material, manufacturing methods, surface
properties, tolerances, arrangement, etc. of the elements. Hubka identifies this fact and
states, "this basic regularity permits us to consider the process of designing as a search
for appropriate design properties." (1982).
The process of environmentally conscious design, then, requires a set of basic
properties, extended from those of traditional design. When this set is defined
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meaningfully-sufficient enough to distinguish among concepts and to encompass all
areas of environmental impact, yet concise and known at the conceptual phase of
design-any product could be thoroughly described from an environmental viewpoint.
5.1.1 Environmentally Meaningful Descriptors from Experts
Descriptors were extracted from ecodesign checklists and design improvement
strategies in the literature (Alting and Legarth 1995; Fiksel 1996; Brezet and Hemel
1997; Sfantsikopoulos and Pantelis 1997; Hanssen 1999; Clark and Charter 1999). For
example, checklist questions like "What type of energy is required when using the
product?" suggest in use energy consumption and in use energy source as possible
attributes characterizing a product's use phase. "Low energy consumption" and "clean
energy source" are ecodesign strategies that also suggest these product attributes.
Other work (Rombouts 1998; Mueller and Besant 1999) has been done in defining
environmentally meaningful product features. Rombouts (1998) derived a list of product
features from the Ecodesign Checklist composed by Brezet and Hemel (1997). Mueller
and Besant (1999) modeled what they termed life-cycle parameters as functions of design
parameters. For example, mass, material composition, and efficiency were directly
dependent on the power of a standard motor.
Interviews with experts complemented information found in the literature. A
common view (Baumann 2000) was that environmental product descriptors at the
conceptual stage are few, simple, and expressed in a product-specific language. For
example, in the automotive industry frequently used environmental terms are weight and
fuel consumption. Also, different levels of information are available and used at the early
stage of product design, depending on the purpose of the design (improvement or
innovation) and on the product requirements given (Potts 2000).
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5.1.2 Environmentally Meaningful Descriptors from Designers
Product designers' perspective on environmentally meaningful attributes was
added through an on-line survey (see Appendix B: The On-line Survey). Sixteen
practicing designers working on a wide range of products (see chart on disciplines
represented in Appendix C: Complete Survey Results) selected as many attributes as they
felt were environmentally important. Results in Figure 8 show the percent responses for
each attribute out of all responses given.
mfg cleaning processes Environmentally Important Attributes
1 % manufacturing cost
disposable accessories 1 %
1%fbr in use energy source
product volume2%/ serviceability
1% 1%
durabiliy fluids/lubricants
modularity 7% 2%
1% product price
mass 2%
2%
in use hours of operation 
recyclability
4%
means of transport upgradability
4% 2%
nonferrous metals biodegradability
1% 1%
reusability lftm
8% 7%
assemblability
in use operation polymers 1%
disassemblability
transport distance paper 5%
2% 1%
in use power consumed manufacturing process
8% 1% In use flexibility
1%
Figure 8: Attributes deemed environmentally important by product designers.
These results are interesting because they differ from what environmental experts
perceive as environmentally important. In general these results support heavily the need
for environmentally conscious integrated design, where environmental experts and
designers work together. It can be inferred that although designers realize that they can
make environmentally preferable choices, they still lack the expertise to appropriately
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make these decisions-for example product price was deemed as (minimally) important
as mass. Although perhaps designers see product price in limiting how environmentally
friendly a product can be, this attribute would not be listed by an environmental expert-
in many cases costs are reduced by good environmental decisions (McAloone et al.
1998)-while mass would top the list.
Through these combined sources an initial product descriptor set was composed
(Table 4). Some attributes are most clearly defined in a qualitative manner (e.g. in use
energy source as electric, solar, none, etc.). Values for qualitative variables could be of
three types (Fienberg 1980): dichotomous (yes/no), non-ordered polytomous
(green/red/blue), or ordered polytomous (low/medium/high). Definitions of all variables
and examples of discrete choices for each can be found in Appendix A: Product
Descriptor Definitions.
Table 4: Initial Product Descriptor Set.
Mass Lifetime Serviceability
Volume Use time In use flexibility
Materials (various) Mode of operation Recycled content
Durability Additional consumables Recyclability
Distribution mass In use energy source Biodegradability
Distribution volume In use power consumption Disassemblability
Transport distance Modularity Reusability
Transportation means Upgradeability
5.2 Organizational Grouping
Given an extensive initial list of descriptors it was organizationally advantageous
to group the attributes. This also guided the process of theoretically thinking about
relationships among descriptors and with the abbreviated LCI list. Grouping was based
on the methodology of Hubka and Eder (1982), which is built on the recognized phases
of the life-cycle and the nature and purpose of technical systems. The defined groups
include: general design; elementary design; functional; operational; distribution; and end-
of-life attributes (Table 5).
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Table 5: Organizational descriptor groupings.
Group Name Associated Attributes
General design biodegradability, durability
Elementary design material content, recycled content
Functional mass, volume
lifetime, use time, energy source, mode of
Operational operation, power consumption, in useflexibility, upgradeability, serviceability,
modularity, additional consumables
Distribution distribution mass, distribution volume,
means of transport, transport distance
End-of-life recyclability, reusability, disassemblability
5.3 Level of Information in Conceptual Design
A survey was distributed with the purpose of gathering data on the type of
information that is known and available during conceptual design. Survey participants
were those members of the design team deeply involved in product development during
its early phases. Participants were those presented in section 5.1.2.
Participants were asked to evaluate the level of information at which attributes are
known in conceptual design. If the designer was able to specify or estimate an attribute
in a qualitative or quantitative sense, "specified" was selected. If the designer could not
specify the attribute, but would be able to rank concepts with respect to the attribute,
"ranked" was selected. If the designer would know whether or not the product contained
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(e.g.) polymers, but could not estimate the percentage or rank a concept among others
with respect to polymers, "binary" was selected. If the attribute cannot be known in
conceptual design, "unknown" was selected. Finally, if the attribute did not apply to the
class of products designed by the participant, "N/A" was selected. Results assessing
operational descriptors are provided in Figure 9. All other results are provided in
Appendix C: Complete Survey Results.
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Figure 9: Survey results for operational properties.
These results indicate the level of information that a typical designer can
reasonably be asked to provide in conceptual design. For example, in use energy source
and mode of operation can be readily specified, whereas upgradeability and serviceability
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are more likely to be provided in terms of the current concept with respect to other
concepts.
From the responses indicated by designers, a slightly refined descriptor set was
composed (Table 6). In the table, Q signifies a quantitative variable, D a discrete
variable, and B a binary variable (a discrete variable with only two choices). It was
identified that although some variables were indicated to be known at a level in which
they could be ranked, a ranking system would be difficult to implement within the neural
net-what would the baseline product be for such a system? Therefore, all attributes
rank-specified were brought down an information level to a binary, or dichotomous,
variable.
Table 6: Slightly refined descriptor set with information level indicated.
Q - Mass (kg) Q - Lifetime (hrs) B - Serviceability
Q - Volume (M 3 ) Q - Use time (hrs) B - In use flexibility
Q - Materials (various) (%mass) D - Mode of operation B - Recycled content
B - Durability B - Additional consumables B - Recyclability
Q - Distribution mass (kg) D - In use energy source B - Biodegradability
Q - Distribution volume (M3 ) Q - In use power consumption (W) B - Disassemblability
Q - Transport distance (km) B - Modularity B - Reusability
D - Transportation means B - Upgradeability
The largest discrepancy between the level of information said to be known in
conceptual design and that listed in Table 6 is in the various materials. Overall, designers
did not uniformly agree that the percentage of materials contained in a concept could be
specified. However, excluding the times "N/A" was selected, on the average "specified"
was indicated about 26% of the time. Because material content is an important part of a
full LCI, it should be explored further why such a low percentage of designers stated the
attributes could be specified. Meanwhile, current research will reflect the importance of
material content by accepting quantitative information for those descriptors.
5.4 Information in Existing LCA
It was also identified that the descriptors must be used in existing assessments in
order to have access to data for the training database. Attributes such as material content
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can be easily extracted from a LCA; however some of the binary attributes may not even
be discussed in a detailed LCA. This could result in possibly inconsistent estimates
entering the training database for some of the binary variables, leading to poor
predictions for the surrogate model when queried.
In attempting to avoid inconsistencies, many of the attributes were analyzed more
thoroughly. For example, upgradeable products can also be thought of as reusable-the
parts that are not upgraded are reused to form an improved product. As well, if a product
is reusable or serviceable, it can be thought of as having an extended lifetime. In use
flexibility and modularity, although able to convey impact information at very high level,
are difficult to capture in a single product's LCA. Also, while in practice the ranked
attribute disassemblability may provide meaningful information, collapsing the variable
to a dichotomy will carry little meaning. Binary information does not convey the degree
to which something can be disassembled, just that it is or is not disassembled; therefore,
there will be little variation from concept to concept with regard to disassemblability.
Table 7 displays the revised product descriptor set.
Table 7: Revised descriptor set with regard to information captured in LCA.
Q - Mass (kg) Q - Lifetime (hrs) D - In use energy source
Q - Volume (m3) Q - Use time (hrs) Q - In use power consumption (W)
Q - Materials (various) (%mass) D - Mode of operation B - Recycled content
B - Durability B - Additional consumables B - Recyclability
Q - Distribution mass (kg) Q - Transport distance (km) B - Biodegradability
Q - Distribution volume (M3) D - Transportation means
5.5 Redundancy and Abbreviated LCI List Coverage Testing
The next step was to eliminate redundancy and ensure complete life-cycle
coverage within the descriptor set. Product descriptions and detailed inventory data for
48 products (Table 8) were compiled for use in analysis of descriptor redundancy and
life-cycle coverage. These data were obtained from thirty LCA studies conducted at TU
Delft (DfS Group 1994-1997), six published studies in the SimaPro 4 User's Manual
(1999), a study by PA Consulting Group (UK Ecolabeling Board 1992), and eleven
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nonproprietary studies conducted by the Research Triangle Institute (RTI) (Sharma
1996a; Sharma 1996b; Peters 1996) and Franklin Associates Ltd (FAL) (1990; 1994).
Table 8: Products used in the correlation tests.
Qqni Pvdiwt Um pro,*# et
3 Vacuum cleaner 3 Diaper system
3 Coffeemaker 2 Antifreeze
10 Television 2 Newsprint
5 Refrigerator 2 Shop towel
1 Washing machine 2 Coating
4 Radio 1 Vacuum dustbag
2 Juice maker 1 Coffee filter
1 Heater 3 Bag/crate
1 Showerhead 2 Chair
5.5.1 Quantitative Descriptors
First order relations among product attributes and between product attributes and
abbreviated LCI elements were identified using correlation tests. Linearity and bivariate
normality in the data was assumed to check for general trends; however, the probable
existence of nonlinear or multivariate relationships among descriptors as well as the
concept of dependence without correlation should be noted.
Bivariate Pearson product-moment correlations were computed and correlation
tests to 95% statistical significance were performed (SPSS 1999). The Pearson
correlation coefficient, r, is computed by
r = 1 (1)i=i (N -1 )sxs(
where N is the number of data points and Y and sx are, respectively, the mean and
standard deviation of variable x, and likewise for variable y. If the correlation
significance, or p-value, was less than 5% (0.05), then independence was rejected and x
and y show linear correlation.
Although relationships identified through correlation testing were linear and first
order, some interesting results were recognized. For example, mass and distribution mass
were found to be highly correlated as hypothesized. On the other hand, mass did not
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directly affect many of the abbreviated LCI list elements as expected (Table 9).
However, in probing the data further, it was discovered that indeed the heavy influence of
product mass was true for the 33 durable products among the data. This led to further
data analysis and the idea of a product categorization system to improve the neural net's
results, which is explained in section 5.6.
Table 9: Mass vs. Abbreviated LCI list elements. Highlighted results indicate correlation.
Abbreviated LCI All products
list elements r p-value
energy .348 .015
solid material .663 .000
CFC -.024 .874
Pb -.015 .919
Cd -.047 .749
Cr -.04 .788
Ni -.036 .806
PAH -.027 .855
SPM .948 .000
CO2 .485 .000
S02 .835 .000
NOX 629 .000
CxHy .969 .000
COD -.077 .601
N Total .165 .262
Halon -.041 .78
CH4 -.036 .809
Durable products
r I p-value
The continued non-correlation between mass and COD may be attributed to three
outliers in the data set. There are various reasons why these data do not seem to fit with
the set, including the LCA system boundaries for these products may be inconsistent with
the other data.
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Figure 10: Scatter plot of mass vs. COD with outliers identified.
Overall correlation results did not reduce the length of the product descriptor list
by much, but it did help to identify the need for filtration techniques to enter into the
process and areas of concern for neural net testing. Further refinements in data analysis,
using non-linear methods, could be done in later stages using more data points.
5.5.2 Qualitative Descriptors
It was identified that qualitative descriptors could not be analyzed by correlation
tests in the same way as the quantitative attributes. Redundancy among dichotomous, or
binary, variables was as easy as scanning the data. Life-cycle coverage testing was done
through scatter plots (Devore 1995). The affect of discrete variables on abbreviated LCI
results, in general, brought products to a higher or lower level of impact.
In Figure 11, plot (a) shows that electric energy source products exhibit
substantially higher life-cycle energy values. Plot (b) displays products containing
energy saving components such as a sensor control device consuming less energy through
the life-cycle than those products without the device. Plot (c) demonstrates that product
LCAs taking into account the use of additional consumables showed a trend in producing
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larger COD values. Plot (d) indicates products avoiding the use of strictly virgin
materials have lower values for solid material impact.
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Figure 11: Effects of several qualitative attributes on the abbreviated LCI list.
Overall, product features seem likely to provide adequate life-cycle coverage;
correlations are evident for all LCI elements with at least one product attribute. In
addition, it is believed that the neural net will learn other non-linear or multi-attribute
relationships, such as the effect of recyclability and material content on solid material
effluents, which are difficult to illustrate well in either correlation tests or scatter plots.
Given these final descriptor test results, the descriptor set was revised one last
time. It is presented below in its fullest (Table 10). It should be noted that durability was
removed from the list in favor of using it as a classification category to aid in ANN
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architecture complexity reduction (described in the next section). Also, included in the
list, but not thoroughly tested are: volume, biodegradability, transport distance, and
transportation means.
Table 10: The final product descriptor set.
Q - Mass (kg) Q - Paper/Cardboard (%mass) Q - Lifetime (hrs)
Q - Volume (M3 ) Q - Chemicals (%mass) Q - Use time (hrs)
Q - Ceramics (%mass) Q - Other materials (%mass) D - Mode of operation
Q - Fibers (%mass) B - Recycled content D - In use energy source
Q - Ferrous metals (%mass) B - Additional consumables Q - In use power consumption (W)
Q - Nonferrous metals (%mass) B - Recyclability Q - Transport distance (km)
Q - Polymers (%mass) B - Biodegradability D - Transportation means
Q - Wood (%mass)
5.6 Surrogate Model Architecture Complexity Reduction
The system may learn faster and more effectively if the "learning space" is
narrowed, or filtered, in a preliminary stage. A preliminary classification of products into
general categories can potentially lead to more specific relationships between product
attributes and LCI elements of the abbreviated list, such as indicated by the results in the
previous sections. Other research (Reuleaux 1904; Hanssen 1996; Rombouts 1998) using
similar approaches support this technique. However, a classification method used in
conjunction with the surrogate model will focus on conceptual design and the possibility
of going beyond qualitative rankings to predict an approximate environmental impact.
Reuleaux (1904) was the first to recognize the identicalness among various
properties of different products and to form a classification system. Never before were
products thought to share anything in common. Reuleaux began categorizing machine
elements-the beginning of Kinematics-with respect to shared properties, something
that was previously thought to be impossible. Rombouts (1998) used a case-based
approach to enhance searches in expert systems for ranking ecodesign strategies.
Products can be subjected to a preliminary filtration process based on classes that
potentially create common dominant environmental impacts. These classes, or
categories, would then lead certain groups of product attributes to dominate in causing
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certain environmental impacts when appropriate measures of the attributes are used to
query the surrogate model. Hanssen's (1996) work is used in support of this hypothesis.
A classification system by Hanssen (1996) focused on a product's application
phase. Classification criteria included: chemical transformation, energy conversion, and
mobile vs. stationary products. For each class of product, the results of 18 different LCA
studies were used to analyze the most significant environmental impacts, as well as the
contribution of different life-cycle phases to the impacts.
Each product class exhibited relationships with different environmental impacts.
Depletion of fossil fuel resources, global warming, and acidification levels were most
significant for stationary products with and without energy conversion and for mobile
products with energy conversion. Photochemical oxidation and toxicity were most
strongly tied with products being chemically transformed and mobile products with
energy conversion. Solid waste generation was significant for mobile products without
energy conversion.
For all product classes, the most important life-cycle stages were raw material
production and use. Both life-cycle phases showed conversion of fossil energy to
electricity, process energy, heat, or transportation as a dominating factor. Production,
distribution, and production of packaging were of very low relevance in most product
types.
Raw material production was the dominant life-cycle stage for products being
chemically transformed, stationary products without energy conversion, and mobile
products without energy conversion. The use phase was important for products being
chemically transformed, stationary products with energy conversion, and mobile products
with energy conversion. Waste generation was relevant for products being chemically
transformed, and stationary products with energy conversion.
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Given these findings (Hanssen 1996), the classification technique described below
seems likely to achieve its purpose. The general categories of products presented below
combined with the product descriptor set will fully characterize a product concept (see
Figure 12). For each category definition, negation leads to opposite trends in the way
product attributes generate impacts.
product categories
r- -------------Durable/ I 4--
Consumable
L -----------
r -- - - -- -
Mobile in use
- - - - - - - - - - - -
r- -- ------------
Transform energy in use
-- ------ 
---- I
Service system I__-
product attributes
(inputs)
material content
recycled content
biodegradability
mass
volume
lifetime
use time
mode of operation
energy source (use)
power consumption (use)
additional consumables
transport distance
U
abbreviated list
(outputs)
energy
solid material
halon
CFC
CO 2
NOX
TSPM
S02
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general design attributes
elementary design attributes transport means Cr
functional attributes recycleability Cd
distribution attributes
operational attributes - augments impact of product attribute CH4
eraionalf attributes M chain stressor-impact
end-of-life attributes
Figure 12: Product categories and corresponding relations with product attributes.
5.6.1 In Use Energy Transformation
The majority of environmental impacts caused by this type of product, frequently
estimated at more than 90%, are related to energy conversion for consumption during the
use phase (Alting and Legarth 1995; Hanssen 1999). Consequently, lifetime, use time,
mode of operation, energy source and power consumption are dominant product
attributes in causing significant environmental impacts.
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5.6.2 In Use Mobility
Mass, volume, and material content indirectly affect the dominating impact of
increased emissions and energy consumption for this type of product. The weight and
size of a product in part determine the emissions and energy consumption generated by
the transportation activity.
5.6.3 Durability
Durable products are expected to create higher flows in the use/reuse stage than
consumable products. Therefore, all of the operational attributes-lifetime, use time, in
use energy source, mode of operation, and power consumed-will contribute most
significantly to environmental impact. Consumable products, on the other hand, are
expected to produce higher flows upstream and downstream from the use phase. Thus,
material content and the distribution attributes-distribution mass, distribution volume,
means of transport, transport distance-will dominate in causality of environmental
impact.
5.6.4 Service System
A product sold as part of a service system is expected to create higher flows in the
use/reuse stage and significantly reduce upstream and downstream flows. Dominant
product attributes are the same as those mentioned for durable goods. However, as
services, these products potentially have typical ranges of impacts that are distinct (and
likely less) from those caused by durable products. For example, a leased copier has a
different life-cyle than one purchased by the customer.
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6 The Surrogate Model as a Whole
With research on the product descriptors complete, testing of the surrogate model
as a whole could begin. This entails compiling a database, using the database to train the
neural net, and querying the model with a concept description it has never seen. Section
6.1 describes the process of compiling the database. Training and querying of the model
are discussed in section 6.2.
6.1 Training Data
Given that data is collected from existing LCA studies it is important, as
described in section 3.2.2, to introduce the origin of the data as well as test results. Data
were compiled for 158 products of varying types; however, complete information could
not be found for some descriptors-volume, biodegradability, transport distance, and
transportation means-and life-cycle energy was the only abbreviated LCI list element
with results from every product. Hence, the database was used in its most possible
complete form for the 158 products.
Product information came from many different sources. In addition to those
sources listed for the 48 products above were Keoleian (1997; 1998), Schuckert (1996),
and data generated using TEAM* (Ecobilan 1996) based on EIME databases. The
combination of many different sources made neural net performance testing also a test of
data compatibility, as this is one of the limitations with multi-source data described in
section 3.2.3.
Since data was difficult to collect due to proprietary issues, it was important that
as much information as possible could be extracted from the collected data. Categorical
(discrete) data sometimes contains more information than it appears (Fienberg 1980).
Whenever possible, categorical data should be put in an ordered form. The importance of
this statement was recognized during surrogate model testing.
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Originally, the surrogate model was not consistent with expected trends for the
discrete variable in use energy source. The categorical nature of the variable was
identified as a possible source of error. A new labeling of the different types of energy
sources on a scale from zero (no energy source) to seven (gasoline6), to match increasing
complexity of the energy source, was then used in a new training cycle for further tests.
This led to substantially better performance of the neural net in predicting general trends
when varying in use energy source, for the same testing products.
6.2 Performance
The learning surrogate LCA model was implemented as an object in the DOME
system (Figure 13). An artificial neural net tool is embedded within the system (Deniz
2000), so training and querying take place easily. The figure shows the neural net being
queried; the descriptor values have been entered as inputs.
6 The scale was based only on those data in the training set. Other energy sources were not considered in
the scale.
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Figure 13: The neural net as a DOME object.
A multiple input (descriptors), single output (life-cycle energy), feedforward, two-
layer ANN with back propagation training (Bose 1996) was used. The hidden layer
consisted of fifteen neurons. The network trained for 2 million epochs, which required
32 minutes on a 233 MHz Pentiume II processor.
The trained neural network was evaluated to assess the model's: absolute
accuracy; precision in predicting relative differences; and ability to generalize trends.
Tests were performed using six products with known LCA results, on which the ANN
had not been trained. The six descriptor sets corresponding to these products were
completely new to the network, simulating a new product concept description.
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Figure 14: Accuracy comparisons for six products between the general surrogate LCA prediction
and the detailed LCA result.
For durable goods like the vacuum cleaner, refrigerator and internal combustion
vehicle (ICV) the fife-cycle energy predictions were between 0.4 and 41 percent off of
their targeted values (Figure 14). Given that the accuracy of life-cycle energy assessment
from real LCA is typically ±30 percent, (UK Ecolabeling Board 1992) these results seem
satisfactory. The general surrogate model's accuracy was poor for products with small
true values of life-cycle energy, as is exemplified by the results for the chair, coffee filter,
and a gallon of antifreeze in Figure 14-with respective detailed LCA energy results of
149 MJ, 0.301 MJ, and 140 MJ.
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Figure 15: Comparison of life-cycle energy consumption for small-valued products predicted by the
specialized surrogate LCA with those for detailed LCA results.
Thus, a data subset of 55 products with a reduced average level of life-cycle
energy was used to train a specialized surrogate model. The improved accuracy for the
chair, coffee filter, and antifreeze is shown in Figure 15. These results are improved, but
not as good as for the larger-valued products. This may be due to the small size of the
reduced training data set.
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Figure 16: Relative comparisons of detailed and surrogate LCA results with the refrigerator as the
baseline product.
The next test was to compare how the trained ANN would rank the different
products in a relative sense. This is important if the ANN were used to compare very
different design concepts. In Figure 16 the six different products are compared relative to
the energy consumed by the refrigerator. Rank order remains the same for all products
except the antifreeze, whose detailed LCA energy consumption value is almost identical
to that of the chair.
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Figure 17: Results for power consumption and mass trends with respect to the vacuum cleaner are
representative of those for all products tested.
Finally, the same six products were used to test the surrogate model's ability to
generalize and predict trends correctly for a given product concept (Figure 17). The
characteristics of each test-case product were held constant, with the exception of the
attribute for which trends were being assessed-mass, power consumption, energy
source, and use time. Mass and use time trends were assessed with all products, while
power consumption and energy source were assessed only with the three products that
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transform energy. The results shown for the vacuum cleaner are representative in
illustrating power consumption and mass trends as predicted by the surrogate LCA.
Energy Source trends also seemed appropriate for most products as illustrated by
the vacuum cleaner in Figure 18. The energy source results are less certain because in
some instances there were only a few products using a particular energy source in the
training data set. Also, boundaries across energy sources may not have been consistent.
For example: the human energy source products did not take into account the energy
consumed and produced by humans; the solar energy source products regarded the solar
cell as a black box-without consideration for the upstream effects of solar cell
production. Additionally, it is not well understood how the ANN treats polytomous
variables; correct predictions in trends for this variable were dependent on the ordering of
the discrete choices as discussed in section 6.1.
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Figure 18: In use energy source trends for the vacuum cleaner.
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Figure 19: Small changes in life-cycle energy consumption resulted from drastic changes in use time.
Results produced in trying to assess trends with respect to use time were generally
good; however, life-cycle energy changes were only seen through very large changes in
use time (Figure 19). This may be due to the wide variety of use time values in the
training data set across product groupings. For example, for products using an electric
energy source, refrigerators are on all day, every day of their lives, while vacuum
cleaners are used only every once in a while, i.e. for a smaller percentage of their
lifetime. Classification could help in this situation as the neural net may not be able to
directly link use time with life-cycle energy consumption as it should-there are products
in the data set that have both lower and greater use times, with less energy consumption.
Overall, the compilation of these tests confirmed the need to use a filtration process to
group products with respect to dominant impacts.
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7 Conclusions
The learning surrogate LCA model was developed with the idea of incorporating
analytically based environmental assessment in early product design stages. The model's
product descriptor input was developed through designer-known conceptual information
that can be transformed to fully describe a product concept in an environmental sense.
Development proceeded by gathering an extensive list of product descriptors from both
environmental experts and designers. Then gradually, the list was narrowed motivated by
ANN architecture complexity reduction measures. A series of tests ensured the final
descriptor set was both known to concept designers and meaningful as fodder for the
surrogate model.
Tests within the DOME integrated modeling environment have demonstrated it is
possible to predict the life-cycle energy consumption of a product. A general surrogate
model was able to rank products quite well with respect to life-cycle energy consumption
and was numerically accurate to within 41% for products that transform energy.
However, surrogate model tests and correlation tests both seemed to indicate the need for
a product filtration technique to be incorporated in the learning surrogate model. Such a
technique should improve accuracy. There is also a basis for the method to be used in
predicting solid material, greenhouse effect, ozone layer depletion, acidification,
eutrophication, winter smog, and summer smog.
The surrogate model provides a quick approach to evaluating the environmental
performance of products with the guidance of an environmental expert. Use of the tool
seems promising in allowing designers to learn about how the choices they make effect
the Environment and in helping them to internalize these impacts. In this way, product
descriptors provide a learning interface between environmental experts and designers-
designers learn directly how minor or major design changes affect the Environment
through models built on the knowledge of environmental experts.
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8 Future Work
The future development of the surrogate model will focus mainly on the side of
the environmental expert. This includes issues with pre-existing data, and use of the
surrogate model. In terms of pre-existing data there are issues with in practice data
availability and data management.
Pre-existing data is the core feature of the surrogate model-its availability is
essential. Testing has been difficult due to lack of data, so it must be ensured that
surrogate model developers have access to adequate data. Because it is proposed that
environmental experts 'own' surrogate LCA models, data should not be a problem;
however, they must be willing to provide this tool as a service. As the DOME system
allows proprietary information to remain so, it would seem to suit an environmental
expert's needs; nevertheless, contacts should be made throughout the environmental
world to (1) study their reactions to the idea and (2) gain access to training data.
Due to lack of data mostly related to proprietary issues, some types of products
may not have been sufficiently well represented to provide an optimal learning process
during testing. Therefore, appropriate tests to check the ability of the neural network in
adapting to new product concepts were difficult to design. However, it is hypothesized
that a neural net given appropriate training data would be better at predicting impacts
when queried with information on incremental products rather than innovative ones.
Further tests could be conducted to determine to what extent a neural net could provide
reasonable predictions for innovative products.
Management of pre-existing data will be a key issue for surrogate model users. In
order to achieve a quick turn-around time, an appropriate LCA database must be kept at
all times. This means descriptor and LCI information must be extracted from pre-
existing LCA studies and stored for training. In terms of the surrogate model training
process it is essential that this information is complete and as accurate as possible. This
is perhaps one reason to revisit the abbreviated LCI list, as it was sometimes difficult to
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find data for all the elements. As well, it is essential that descriptors are defined
properly-including appropriate ordering of categories for qualitative variables.
In this sense, the qualitative variables may require more research, as well as their
relationships with the quantitative descriptors. The following data manipulation
techniques may prove helpful: stepwise variable selection for regression, cross-
classification of data for converting from quantitative to categorical and removing
sparseness, collapsing across and within categorical variables, causal ordering,
identifying fixed and sampling zeros, and methods for handling incomplete information
(Bishop 1975; Fienberg 1980).
As research continues in product classification, the model's range of applicability
should be broadened. Traditional product design is not the only area where this type of
method would be helpful in the early stages of development to quickly assess and discard
the most detrimental of concepts. Use of the model is aimed beyond traditional consumer
product design, at being able to handle construction projects, policy issues, and other
developmental ventures. As new product classifications are built, the product descriptor
set should be revisited to ensure they fully describe the new class of products.
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Appendix A: Product Descriptor Definitions
[Attribute nae ldefinition (example of value, ranking, and binary levels of
information) (short example)
[manufacturin ostunit manufacturing cost (e.g., $65, high-mid-low cost, n/a)
product price unit selling price ofproduct (e.g., $65, high-mid-low price, n/a)
lifetime fe period of product once it is produced until it is disposed of (e.g., 5
________________shor lifetime, n/a)
n use energy ype of energy source when in use (e.g., batteries vs. solar vs. wall
source utlet, n/a, does [not] need an energy source during use)
manufacturing main process used in manufacturing (e.g., anodizing vs. casting vs.
process fwelding, n/a, [no] associated manufacturing process)
in use power power consumption when in use (e.g., 60 W, high-mid-low wattage,
consumed [no] power consumed while in use)
n use operation main mode of operation (e.g., manual on/off vs. standby vs. sensor
control, n/a, does [not] require power)
n use hours of number of daily hours in use (e.g., 24 hr, continuous-some-limited
Fperation usage, does [not] require power)
durability endurance for wear or decay (e.g., time to failure, tougher-same-morejragraeln/a
product integrates a combination of distinct building blocks or
modularity modules (e.g., # of modular components, more-average-less
components, is [not] modular) (e.g., electric motor systems)
serviceability Ese of maintenance when needed (e.g., time required by technician,high-mid-low level of servicability, does [not] require service)
product accommodates evolutionary technological or user needs
upgradability through upgrades (e.g., n/a, high-mid-low level of upgradability,
can[not] accommodate upgrades)
ease of assembly (e.g., # of parts or fasteners, high-mid-low level of
assemblability assemblability, assembly [not] applicable) (e.g., product parts are
assembled in a single, linear motion)
ease of disassembly to recover/separate parts and materials (e.g., # of
disassemblability parts or fasteners, high-mid-low level of disassemblability,
:disassembly [not] applicable)
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product can be configured by the user to exhibit different capabilities
(e.g., # of configurations, high-mid-low level of in use flexibility,
use flexibility single or multi-functional) (e.g., 35mm cameras can be used with
different lenses and flash options)
Lclablity product is easily recycled after use (e.g., % product that can be
ey btyledhh-mid-low level of recyclabihtycan[not] be recycled)
ab ble to be reused (e.g., # of times reused, more-same-less reuse,
reusabi ___ty __ an[not] be reused)
product exhibits strength properties (e.g., 80kPa, higher-mid-lower
strength jstrength, n/a) (e.g., oxygen bottle made of aluminum liner, reinforced
epoxy and glass fiber to provide high strength and hardness so that
bottle does not explode under high pressure or when knocked)
total product mass (e.g., 8 kg, more-same-less mass, [no] mass) (e.g.,
_ _ _ _ 
a service or data file has no mass)
pduct volume product volume (e.g., 42 Mi3 , more-same-less volume, [no] volume)
product contains conductive materials (e.g., %, more-same-less
amount used, [no] conductive materials used) (e.g., gold plating
onductivity enables good contacts and thus reduction of information loss in
printed circuit board)
product contains biodegradable materials (e.g., %, more-same-less
iodegradabiity amount used, [no] biodegradable materials used) (e.g., pen made ofbty biodegradable material that degrades when disposed in a composting
f ymersroduct contains polymers (e.g., %, more-same-less amount used,polymers [no] polymers used) (e.g., PET, PC, PVC, ABS)
jjproduct contains of paper (e.g., %, more-same-less amount used, [no]tpaper paper used) (e.g. a label)
___p roduct contains wood (e.g., %, more-same-less amount used, [no]
wwood ood used) (e.g., pine, linden, chestnut)
fe s metals product contains ferrous metals (e.g., %, more-same-less amount
errous msed, [no] ferrous metals used) (e.g., steel, cast iron)
rou product contains nonferrous metals (e.g., %, more-same-less amount
nonferrous metals jused, [no] nonferrous metals used) (e.g., aluminum, copper, zinc)
mproduct contains ceramics (e.g., %, more-same-less amount used, [no]
eramics ceramics used) (e.g., oxides, porcelain, stoneware)
product contains glass (e.g., %, more-same-less amount used, [no]
g__ass__glass used) (eg., decor glass, toughened glass)
bers product contains fibers (e.g., %, more-same-less amount used, [no]r____ _fibers used) (e.g., cotton, nylon, cloth, wool, polyester)
uids/lubricants roduct contains fluids/lubricants (e.g., %, more-same-less amount
ksed, [no] fluids used)
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75
product contains concrete (e.g., %, more-same-less amount used, [no]c~oncrete Iconcrete used) I
post-consumer product contains post-consumer material (e.g., %, more-same-less
ramount used, [no] post-consumer material used) (e.g., recycled
trials product contains other materials (e.g., %, more-same-less amounttermateria sed, [no] other materials used)
distribution otal product volume including packaging (e.g., 60 m , more-same-
volume ess volume, [no] volume)
transport distance [total transport distance in product's life-cycle (e.g., 5000 km, farther-psame-shorter, transp[ ] essy
means of eans of transportation (e.g., train vs. vehicle vs. airplane, n/a,
ansportation - tansport [un]necess
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Appendix B: The On-line Survey
(http://attributes.n3.net)
This survey was organized in an effort to identify what designers know about their
products during the conceptualphase of design. Your responses will help advance our
research at MIT in the Center for Innovation in Product Development (CIPD). Thank
you in advance! - Ines Sousa (iss@mit.edu) and Julie Eisenhard (liberty@mit.edu)
Please enter your name and company information.
Last name:F First name:F? 7 7 7 7
Company: ny
1 Please mark the type of information you know (or can easily find out) about the
following product attributes while in the conceptual phase of design. Attribute
definitions can be found by clicking on their appropriate names (a second browser
window will pop up). Use the following examples as 'definitions' for the levels of
information:
* if you are able to specify or estimate an attribute in a qualitative or quantitative
sense, select value.
* if you cannot specify the attribute, but would be able to rank concepts with
respect to the attribute, select ranking.
* if you know whether or not your product will contain (e.g.) polymers, but cannot
estimate the percentage or rank a concept among others with respect to polymers,
select binary.
* if the attribute is not able to be known in conceptual design, select unknown.
* if the attribute does not at all apply to the types of products you design, select
N/A.
Product Attribute Name
manufacturing cost
known: at what level?
- -- -- -- unknown N/A
value ankig bi
c, C,
C C
lifetime
manufacturing process
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,in use power consumed
in use operation
in use h rS f p
Idurability
serviceability
assemblability
in use flexibility
reusability
mass
polymers
wood
nonferrous metals
glass
fluids/lubricants
1post-consumer material
C C 1 C C ~C
S C C C IC
.. IC jC[C C
C C C CV C C fC
C CVTE C C
4C FC KCC I C
C 7 IC C
C C C C
C 1 CfEKC C
7AC7TYE WJC ,C
C C7E 7 C C
64 C C C C
C C C C C
C CC C C
C C [C C C
C C C rr C
C C C IC C
C CC C C
[C[ C C C C
C~ CFE C C
TC 7C [CC C
C C C C
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ther1 materials
distribution volume K:
,transport distance
means of transportation K K K K K
Other (please indicate)4
Htsk
2 How you would characterize the products you design? (Check all that apply.)
aerospace/defense
automotive
F buildings/building materials
housewares toys
industrial equipment Other (please indicate)
medical
chemical packaging
consumer electronics shoesF
F7
exhibits
furniture
F
soft goods (textiles)
sporting goods
Fr
F I
3 If you feel you have absolutely no experience in environmentally conscious design, you
may skip to section 4 now.
A Which do you think are the most important attributes from an
environmental standpoint from the attributes listed below? (Check all that
apply.)
manufacturing F _
serviceability conductivity fluids/lubricants
cost
product price upgradability biodegradability concrete
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r post-consumerlifetime assemblability polymers
material
r Ifl use disassemblability papr other materials
source
manufacturing distributionin use flexibility wood
process Ivolume
n recyclabilty ferrous metals transport distance
consumed
nonferrous means ofin use operation reusability
metals transportation
in use hours of Istrength ceramics I
ogperation ~
durability mass glass
modularity product volume r fibers I -
B Background: You are designing a product. Suppose all else remains
equal; the following 5 decisions will affect only the environmental
performance of the product. The boxes below represent stages of the
thought process, or a chain of logic, you would go through when making a
decision in each of the 5 presented cases with respect to the product you
are designing. Please let us know the product you are designing:
Instructions: In each case:
1. make a realistic decision;
2. then select the impact category for which you feel your decision
will have the most impact (positive or negative). Try to select a
different impact category to think about for each decision.
3. Fill in as many or as few of the boxes in between to try to help us
understand how you link these two selections. If you run out of
boxes, simply insert a comma between your thoughts within a box.
Example (see below): If I am making a decision with regard to the
attribute means of transport, perhaps I would select [cargo truck] from the
drop menu as the means for transporting my product. Then, I might
choose [particulates] as my impact category from that drop menu. I chose
this category because I associate cargo trucks with [low fuel economy],
therefore [more diesel fuel consumption], therefore a [greater amount of
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particulate emissions], where the brackets represent the boxes below. Feel
free to edit the example if you don't agree with our decision or our logic!
Decision Example: Means of
Transport
airplane
ship
train
low fueleconomy
Decision 1: Material choice
plastic J
paper
glass
aluminum
Decision 2: Reusability
disposable
reusable once
reusable multiple times
more diesel
more particulate
Choose the category below, on which your decision above will have the most impact.
life-cycle energy
CFC :1
solid material
particulates
NOx
S02
Decision 3: In use energy source
IC02life-cycle energyCFC
solid material
particulates
NOx
S02
Decision 4: Manufacturing
process
raIkd prototying
C02
life-cycle energy
CFC
solid material
particulates
NOx
S02
Decision 5: In use operation
casting metals
plastic molding
shaping pow der
manual on/off
stand-by mode
sensor (e.g. thermostat, motion)
public electricity
gasoline
diesel
80
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Choose the category below, on which your decision above will have the most impact.
002
life-cycle energy
CFC
solid material
particulates
NOxj
S02
C02
life-cycle energy
CFC
solid material
particulates
NOx
S02
4 Please let us know anything else you think might be helpful.
THANK YOU!
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Appendix C: Complete Survey Results
chemical instrumentation
other juwnile products
31/
consumer appliances
6%
electrical Instrumentation
3%
software
3%
electronic/communication
equipment
3%
electronics
9%
exercise equipment
3%
sports
3%
medical
15%
L
Disciplines Represented
wutomotle housewares
9% 3%
textiles
3%
fumiture
3%
Industrial equipment
24%
blotech Instruments
3%
laboratory equipment
3%
computers and accessories
3%
u biodegradability
0 c3n/a
CL conductivity unknown
0binary
4) U ranked
strength
Uspecified
0) durability
0 10 20 30 40 50 60
% responses
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other materials
post-consumer material
concrete
fluids/lubricants
fibers
glass
ceramics
nonferrous metals
ferrous metals
wood
paper
polymers
[ n/a
M unknown
M binary
e ranked
* specified
0 10 20 30 40
% responses
50 60 70
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(A0
C
(A
C0
E0
.ii
performance
0 criticality of service
0.
0. intended
-j function/application
0
product volume
C
mass
[3 n/a
N unknown
Obinary
N ranked
E specified
0 10 20 30 40 50 60
% responses
potential sales volume 
product liability e n/a
average selling price (ASP unknown
-0 binary
regulatory comrpliance M ranked
0 specified
0 price
meufacturing cost
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
% responses
cleaning process
S
On/a
0- *unknown
asserblability N binary
M ranked
c specified
cc process
E
0 10 20 30 40 50 60
% responses
rmeans of transport
0 unknown
r transport distance binary
.0 0 ranked
0specified
distribution volume
Appendices
0 10 20 30 40 50
% responses
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disposable
accessories
1n/a
reusability 0 unknown
0. m binary
; recyclability
a 0 specified
disassenblability
0 10 20 30
% responses
40 50
Example Case:
Means of Transport
0 cargo truck low fuel economy more diesel consumption more particulate emissions 0 particulates
Metal analyzer cargo truck low fuel economy more diesel consumption more particulate emissions 0 particulates
o cargo truck low fuel economy more diesel consumption more particulate emissions 0 particulates
o cargo truck low fuel economy more diesel consumption more particulate emissions 0 particulates
personal transportation cargo truck low fuel economy more diesel consumption more particulate emissions 0 particulates
automobile cargo truck low fuel economy more diesel consumption more particulate emissions 0 particulates
brain monitor cargo truck low fuel economy more diesel consumption more particulate emissions 0 particulates
Industrial Pump cargo truck low fuel economy more diesel consumption more particulate emissions 0 particulates
0 cargo truck low fuel economy more diesel consumption more particulate emissions 0 particulates
o cargo truck low fuel economy more diesel consumption more particulate emissions 0 particulates
defibrillator cargo truck low fuel economy more diesel consumption more particulate emissions 0 particulates
gas chromatograph instrument airplane low fuel economy more diesel consumption more particulate emissions 0 particulates
o cargo truck low fuel economy more diesel consumption more particulate emissions 0 particulates
o cargo truck low fuel economy more diesel consumption more particulate emissions 0 particulates
Thin Film Deposition System cargo truck low fuel economy more diesel consumption more particulate emissions 0 particulates
Car window system cargo truck low fuel economy more diesel consumption more particulate emissions 0 particulates
Case 1:
Material selection
0 plastic 0 0 0 0 life-cycle energy
Metal analyzer aluminum 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
personal transportation steel low cost material easy to recycle 0 0 solid material
automobile aluminum mass reduction increased fuel economy recycled content recyclability C02
brain monitor 0 0 0 0 0 0
Industrial Pump steel Strength Less material req'd. Safer 0 life-cycle energy
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
defibrillator plastic low resin available different resin choosen not biodegradable 0 solid material
gas chromatograph instrument plastic complex shapes eliminates multiple parts uses less material could be recycyled life-cycle energy
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Thin Film Deposition System steel lowest cost/strength 0 0 0 solid material
Car window system glass black out paint lead based paint land fill scrap 0 solid material
Case 2:
Reusability
0 reusable multiple times 0 0 0 0 0
Metal analyzer reusable multiple times 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
personal transportation reusable once 0 0 0 0 hydrocarbons
automobile 0 0 0 0 0 0
brain monitor reusable multiple times 0 0 0 0 0
Industrial Pump reusable multiple times No solid waste Will not deplete Resource 0 0 solid material
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
defibrillator reusable multiple times contaminatation spread of disease lawsuits 0 0
gas chromatograph instrument reusable multiple times long lifetime 0 0 0 solid material
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Thin Film Deposition System reusable multiple times lower cost of ownership 0 0 0 solid material
Car window system reusable once window lift motor replace worn parts remanufacture motor use as service part life-cycle energy
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